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Participation in Automotive Engineering Exposition

Participation in INTERPHEX JAPAN

A specialized exhibition for engineers and researchers working on the
front lines of the automotive industry. One of the largest automotive
technology exhibitions in Japan, where the latest technologies and
products are introduced from all over the world.
[ May 25 - 27, 2016 at Pacifico Yokohama ]

One of the largest specialized technology exhibitions in Japan, where
devices/systems/technologies for manufacturing and R&D related
to medicine/cosmetics/detergents are exhibited.
[ June 29 - July 1, 2016 at Tokyo Big Sight ]
http://www.interphex.jp/en/Home/

http://expo.jsae.or.jp/english/

Presentation at a meeting of
the Acoustical Society of Japan

Do You Know?
We Also Manufacture Hearing Instruments

We gave a joint presentation with the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA) titled “The difference of the sonic boom waveform
between different measurement systems.”
[ March 9 -11, 2016 Spring Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan
at Toin University of Yokohama ]

Since 1948, when we launched Japan’s first mass-production hearing
instrument, we’ve contributed to society, with the world’s first
technology for water proof, digital signal processing, and so forth.We
are familiarly known as “ Rionet hearing instruments.” Our TV
commercial has received favorable response.

http://www.asj.gr.jp/eng/index.html

On the Publication of the Inaugural Issue

A b o u t t h e Fr o n t C ove r

Rion Co., Ltd. will turn 72 years old this year. Around 70 years ago, we launched sales of
hearing instruments for the first time in Japan ; 60 years ago we began selling sound level
meters, followed by particle counters 40 years ago. I myself will be 60 this year. I happened
to be born in the year in which Rion launched its sound level meters, which, in some ways,
makes me feel linked to the company by fate. The age of 60 is called Kanreki in Japan. It
refers to the point at which the first cycle of calendar of life ends and the second cycle
begins. I decided to draw on my experience from the first cycle
to publish “Shake Hands,” in the year when I begin walking
into the second cycle. In pace with the rapid economic
development facing the world, including emerging nations,
there is a growing list of challenges related to quality control
for products and the environment affecting people’s lives.
For those reasons, I believe that Rion’s environmental
instruments business can contribute to the world through its
Kiyokatsu Iwahashi
accomplishments up to this point and with the innovations
Director,
still to come. “Shake Hands” is an informational magazine
Environmental
Instrument Division
intended to actively deliver this potential to the world.

In the past, sea travel was limited to the range of
water within sight of land. The photograph shows a
sextant, an instrument used to measure the altitude
of astral bodies. This use of a sextant made it
possible for ships to determine where they were in
the vast ocean spaces. Progress in measurement
technologies created the Age of Exploration, and
greatly influenced people’s lives.

Ed i t o r i a l Po s t s c r i p t
In this year, gravitational waves were observed for the first time in the world, and Hitomi, a Japanese X-ray astronomy satellite, was launched. As these,
measurement technologies are in the spotlight. Just as Dr. Yamamoto noted, advancing technology is opening up new worlds, making visible what can’t be
seen. Rion continues to improve its measurement technologies to advance the safety and comfort of human beings. The title, “Shake Hands,” refers to our
wish to connect us to the users of our products. We encourage you to look forward to the coming editions of “Shake Hands.”
( Michinari Okazaki / Development Department )
You can see this magazine and annex from banner on the top page of our website.
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